Hebrews 10:32-39




10:26-31 were very serious charges with sever warnings for those who turn away or
compromise faith in Jesus. But, the writer of Hebrews again turns to his style of
encouragement in 10:32-39.
Here we are reminded that these people who are being addressed in this letter have already
stood through difficult times which would have included the years 30-63 AD in Jerusalem.

10:32 – “But recall the former days when, after you were enlightened, you endured a hard
struggle with sufferings,

1. “But” or “however” begins a contrast to 10:26-31
2. These readers are NOT those who have turned back.
3. “recall” or “remember” from anamimnesko means “to remind” or “to call to one’s remembrance”
a. As support for his confidence in the readers faith he asks the readers to “recall” their
former faithfulness
b. There is evidence in their lives of true faith
4. “enlightened” or “received the light”
a. This refers to understanding and accepting the Gospel. Born again.
b. This “enlightened” experience was proven genuine because it stood firm during times of
struggle and suffering.
c. “enlightened”, or the new birth, or true faith, naturally produce strength to endure
5. “endure” is hypemeinate (a form of hupomeno) means “to stay behind”, “to await”, “to endure”.
It literally means to remain under the load and to continue to bear up under the weight.
6. “hard struggle” or “conflict” comes from athlesin /ath-lay-sin/ meaning “a contest” and refers to
an athletic contest. We get the English word “athletic” from this Greek word. This is a word
from athletic competition
10:33 – “sometimes being publicly exposed to reproach and affliction, and sometimes being
partners with those so treated.
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1. The two “sometimes” (“this indeed” and “this now”) may refer to two groups of believers:
a. One group was reviled and afflicted
b. Second group supported those who were reviled, afflicted and imprisoned
2. Details of their suffering (10:33 and 10:34):
a. Publicly exposed to reproach
i. Means “reproach”, “reviling” which would be undeserved condemnation which
does not hold up after the situation is fully understood. This would include being
spoken against and having personal feelings disgraced and violated.
b. Public exposure to affliction
i. “affliction” or “tribulations” is from thlipsesin which comes from the idea of
pressure that constricts someone in a narrow place without options.
ii. It means “tribulation” referring to persecution, affliction, distress
c. Publicly stood as partners (koinonoi meaning “a sharer”, “a partner”) with those who
were reproached or afflicted
i. This is the second group that did not personally face verbal or physical attacks,
but not only did not join in on the attacks, but they sided with those under attack
by:
1. Speaking in favor of those spoken against
2. Physically trying to help those spoken against
d. Compassion on those in prison (imprisoned for their faith)
i. “compassion” “sympathy” from sumpatheo /soom-path-eh-o/ meaning “to have a
fellow feeling with” and “to sympathize with”
e. Plundering of property
i. “plundering” from harpage /har-pag-ay/ meaning “pillage and “plunder” referring
to the act of robbery, spoil, plunder and the act of plundering.”
10:34 – “For you had compassion on those in prison, and you joyfully accepted the plundering
of your property, since you knew that you yourselves had a better possession and an abiding
one.
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10:35 – “Therefore do not throw away your confidence, which has a great reward.

10:36 – “For you have need of endurance, so that when you have done the will of God you may
receive what is promised.

10:37 – “For, “Yet a little while, and the coming one will come and will not delay;

1. Isaiah 26:20 a verse speaking of the coming of the Messiah
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10:38 – “but my righteous one shall live by faith, and if he shrinks back, my soul has no
pleasure in him.”

1. This is from Habakkuk 2:3-4 with a few changes
10:39 – “But we are not of those who shrink back and are destroyed, but of those who have
faith and preserve their souls.”

1. “destroyed” – apoleian (from apoleia /ap-o-li-a/) means “destruction” and “loss” and is used to
say “destructin, ruin, loss, perishing, eternal ruin”.
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